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Wireless body sensor networks (WBSNs) pose significant security and privacy risks. The Medical Server (MS) will only allow
legitimate stakeholders access to confidential patient medical records when successful mutual authentication between all
registered users and the MS has been confirmed using preset secret attributes. This paper proposes a novel approach to
overcome the security and privacy problems in WBSNs by using CP-ABE and a consortium blockchain for key management
and authentication. In this paper, a fixed-size session key is computed by utilizing several attribute base rules and AND/OR
logic gate combinations. IEEE 802.15.6 is also used to transmit the encoded patient data from the register and legitimately
deployed biosensor nodes on a patient’s body to the Base Station nearby (BS). This was done in part by leveraging consortium
blockchains to construct partial blocks and then, transmit the encrypted partial blocks to MS via peer-to-peer networks, as well
as aggregating critical physiological information. MS is now validating partial blocks with a hash function to ensure their
integrity before converting them all into full blocks, which are subsequently mined and put on the blockchain effectively and
ideally using a consensus mechanism. When sessions between MS and stakeholders are established, all legitimate consumers
can view the secure medical records of a registered patient in a hospital using their predefined access structure.. The resource-
constrained environment of WBSNs can benefit from enhanced data security and privacy by using CP-ABE in conjunction
with the organization’s consensus to encrypt the patient’s critical features or attributes. Automated Validation of Internet
Security Protocol and Applications (AVISPA) tool is used to verify the validity and correctness of the proposed authentication
mechanism. The proposed scheme reduces transmission, processing and storage costs and energy usage by a significant margin
when compared to current state-of-the-art alternatives. It is also worth noting that a multicriteria decision making (MCDM)
approach known as Evaluation Based on Distance from Average Solution (EDAS) is employed to provide the ranking and
determine which strategy is optimal across all of the domains involved.

1. Introduction

Wireless communications have significantly changed our way
of life and the way health care services are delivered. To have a
good impact on healthcare systems, there is a growing interest

in illness prevention and early diagnosis, as well as optimal
chronic disease management. The use of a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) can aid in the development of a system that
is capable of responding to crises and managing diseases.
WBSNs are a subset ofWSN inwhich various biosensor nodes
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are deployed on a human body to monitor real-time physio-
logical signals such as pulse rate, ECG, EEG, BP, SPO2, and
temperature in order to control the incidence of diseases,
monitor vital signs on a regular basis, and treat patients to
improve their quality of life. Aside from that, using the IEEE
802.15.6 standard, the Base Station (BS) or sink node directly
collects the sensed physiological signals from deployed bio-
sensor nodes, which are then forwarded to theMedical Server
(MS) for further diagnosis based on their symptoms, and then,
provides treatment to stop the progression of diseases in
patients. Chronic patients, such as those with heart disease,
Parkinson’s disease, or epilepsy, are monitored by WBSNs in
order to extend their lives. Furthermore, a patient’s physiolog-
ical data is exceedingly private, and maintaining its secrecy
and privacy is vital. As a result, security and privacy are essen-
tial research domains in themodern period, particularly when
a patient suffers from a humiliating illness.

Despite diseases are becoming more prevalent today,
technology innovations are helping to address healthcare-
related problems. The world’s population is growing quickly
as a result of numerous medical and health achievements.
For instance, the number of individuals 65 age and older is
predicted to double in in the US by 2040 [1], but the number
of people 60 age and older is predicted to double in China by
2040 [2]. In a summary, estimations indicate that older
adults with a range of diseases will probably face increased
health issues and financial strains in the future. [3–5]. Since
it is possible that patients’ needs will not be met by the cur-
rent healthcare system in the near future [4–6].

Through the fast development of sensors and wireless
communication [7], WBSNs have developed for the
improvement of existing healthcare-related problems.

After carefully examining WBSNs, we came to the con-
clusion that security and privacy are the two main issues.
Although numerous studies have demonstrated the security
and privacy of WBSNs, they still have vulnerabilities, includ-
ing high processing and transmission costs, man-in-the-
middle attacks, replay attacks, square root attacks, forgery
attacks, and chosen ciphertext attacks. In order to strengthen
the security and privacy of patient health records at a mini-
mal cost, we developed an effective and secure key manage-
ment and authentication mechanism for WBSNs. In this
study, we combined CP-ABE and consortium blockchain
into a hybrid approach. Additionally, CP-ABE is a useful
and effective technology for enabling fine-grained access
control, which allows only legitimate users to have access.

Where security and privacy preservation are essential
considerations in the WBSNs, patient health data exchange
can help to improve diagnosis accuracy. Due to its immuta-
bility, consortium blockchain has been touted as a viable
option for achieving patient data sharing with security and
privacy protection in recent decades. This paper presents
CP-ABE along with a consortium blockchain based scheme
to improve patient data security and privacy by the utiliza-
tion of minimal resources. Moreover, the patient data
records are transmitted and stored in authentic and secure
way to the MS to protect it from adversaries’ attacks in
WBSNs. Besides, it achieves data security and access control,
along with privacy preservation in a desirable way.

When it comes to outsourced encrypted data, attribute-
based encryption (ABE) is a potential cryptographic solution
that might be used for fine-grained access control [8–15]. In
today’s dynamic environment, traditional ABE systems
[16–23] imply a fixed access policy, which is incompatible
with today’s dynamic environment. Although many ABE
systems with dynamic access control policies have been
described, these schemes do not address forward security,
backward security, or integrity protection even if a policy
changes [24–27]. In scheme [28], authors highlighted the
security weakness in the previous authentication scheme
and then, proposed a novel and efficient scheme to protect
information from adversaries’ attacks. Furthermore, the
scheme demonstrated session key security by employing
the ROR model. The authors of scheme [29] highlighted
the shortcomings of ECC-based IoT communication, such
as scalability and correctness, and proposed a novel scheme
to address the aforementioned security flaws in an efficient
and desirable manner. In scheme [30], authors highlighted
the weakness of the Rajaram et al. scheme and proposed a
novel and secure scheme for mutual authentication using
smart cards. Moreover, in scheme [31], they reviewed the
user authentication mechanisms using smart cards to avoid
illegal access. In scheme [32], the authors proposed efficient
and secure smart card-based authentication to protect infor-
mation during transactions. In scheme [33], the authors pro-
posed a lightweight, efficient, and anonymous scheme to
satisfy the security properties of authentication and confi-
dentiality in the resource limited environment of WBANs.
In scheme [34], a novel and secure method called BBAAS
was proposed that enhanced the security and privacy of
VANET communication and permitted only authorized
vehicles to join the network and access the sensitive infor-
mation. Khalid et al. [35] elaborated about the potential of
blockchain technologies, and how the private and consor-
tium nature of the blockchain can be vital for the reforms
in various use cases. Xu et al. discussed about the verifiable
multikeyword search over encrypted data based on block-
chain in detail [36]. Similarly, the use of the consortium
blockchain has been discussed by Ehsan et al. [37].

We have created various security policies using CP-ABE
to permit the use of patient data and to shield enemies from
unauthorized access to patient data. Contrarily, a consor-
tium blockchain is a type of blockchain that is controlled
by a collection of working parties that conduct transactions
on the blockchain in an effort to enhance governance, trans-
parency, interoperability, traceability, and universal access.
Furthermore, blockchain is a wholly decentralized network
that does not require a central authority. The adoption of
cryptographic algorithms also makes transactions secure
and dependable [38–41]. The success of cryptocurrencies
has made blockchain technology more well-known recently,
but it has also migrated into a number of other fields. The
use of blockchain in improving the accuracy of electronic
medical patient records kept in MS is critical. The following
are some of our important contributions.

(i) We design a novel and efficient key management
and authentication protocol for resource
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constrained environment of WBSNs to enhance the
patient data security and privacy by utilizing mini-
mal resource.

(ii) First, we describe a method for building a CP-ABE
with hidden attribute base access policies that is
secure under the gap bilinear Diffie-Hellman
assumptions.

(iii) In this study, access policies can be designed using
AND/OR Boolean operators. Besides, each access
policy attribute might have numerous values to
design a complex structure.

(iv) Merkle Hash Tree can be used to express access
policies along with verify the data structure by
using hash function; the leaf nodes indicate the
attribute present in the access policy/structure,
while the interior nodes represent the AND/OR
operators.

(v) Furthermore, we use the concept of consortium
blockchain to enhance network interoperability,
traceability, scalability, privacy, and universal
access.

(vi) Our proposed scheme has been validated using the
AVISPA tool and a well-known multicriteria deci-
sion making (MCDM) approach known as Evalua-
tion Based on Distance from Average Solution
(EDAS) is also used to demonstrate the ranking
and to pick the best scheme among the entire
domain.

(vii) The obtained numerical results along with security
analysis demonstrate that our scheme is secure
and efficient in terms of processing cost, communi-
cation overhead, storage cost, and energy consump-
tion as compared to other state-of-the-art schemes.

The following parts of the article are structured as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents the interrelated works. In Section
3, the construction and network models are covered. Section
4 presents security analysis. Section 5 contains the analysis
of cost-effectiveness. Section 6 concludes our research by
bringing it to a conclusion.

2. Related Work

In this section, we discuss the related studies about WBSNs,
CP-ABE, and consortium blockchain systems in detail,
which are as follows:

Ren et al. [42] claim that WBANs devices cannot fulfil
the requirements of users on the basis of security and pri-
vacy. In this paper, they contribute to adopt the blockchain
technology to save data and upgrade the security as per user
requirements. Furthermore, a storage model based on block-
chain is designed to improve data security. To improve user
privacy in WBANs environments, information is only seen
by a designated person. Besides, the proposed new signature
decreased the storage space of blockchain to efficiently man-
age the resources of the system.

Hong et al. [43] describe how different users access the
patient’s data in different scenarios. Access control of infor-
mation is a significant problem here. They created a security
mechanism that combines public-key cryptosystems and
attribute-based encryption to address user access control in
the constrained environment of WBANs. Furthermore,
CP-ABE access policies are used to achieve data confidenti-
ality and access control, while CP-ABS is used for real
authentication, but this scheme still has a high computa-
tional cost in the key generation process.

Zhang et al. [44] propose a scheme for the security of
physical health-related data in the cloud where patient detail
history is stored in a secure manner. In this paper, after the
verification process, the new block data is added to the
blockchain for onward processing. Besides, it is a suitable
approach for dynamic settings but still suffers due to imper-
sonation attack and time-controlled revocation.

Bramm et al. [45] propose a novel and efficient scheme
to improve security and privacy. In this scheme, the authors
applied the Blockchain-based Distributed Attribute Based
Encryption (BDABE) technique to store data on the cloud
so it is easily available to the registered legal users from any-
where using an internet connection. Moreover, using this
approach, the security and privacy are significantly
improved, but the distribution of keys consumes more pro-
cessing power, which is infeasible for the WBSN setting.

According to Al-Dahhan et al. [46], CP-ABE is a reliable
method for implementing fine-grained access control in
cloud storage. Additionally, this plan divides the access pol-
icies into two phases. Single authorities established policies
for network registered users during the initial phase using
the access structure. Using a single master secret key, a single
attribute authority controls all system attributes. Addition-
ally, an access structure is linked to each user’s private
decryption key in order to enhance system privacy in a prac-
tical and desirable way. Additionally, in the second step,
multiple characteristics are divided into access structures
and then, assigned to the registered stockholders for acces-
sing private data from the cloud, according to the guidelines
and rules of multiauthority attribute-based access control.
This system can tolerate Type-I attacks but not Type-II
attacks.

Zhang et al. [47] propose a novel scheme called
multiattribute-based encryption. Authors provided different
access control rights on stored data at the server in this
scheme. Besides, only authorized users can be able to access
the sensitive data stored on MS according to the valid and
authentic attributes. Furthermore, for the management and
security of IoT devices, blockchain technology is advised in
this scheme to achieve transparency and interoperability in
an efficient way.

Zhang et al. [48] proposes Cipher Text-Policy Attribute
Based Signcryption (CP-ABSC) to reduce the computational
cost and communication overhead of the resource con-
strained environment. Furthermore, the authors claimed
that this scheme is protected against Type-I and Type-II
adversary attacks, but according to our analysis, this scheme
is still suffering due to Type-II adversary attacks and does
not meet the required security features.
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Lai et al. [49] propose a secure technique which is a com-
bination of CP-ABE and CP-ABSC to achieve confidential-
ity, integrity, authentication, and surveillance. Furthermore,
using this scheme, well-known attacks are protected, such
as replay and impersonation attacks. Moreover, message ver-
ification is performed to check the integrity of the received
data on the server side. This scheme is still suffering due to
the high cost of the de-signcryption phase.

For effective and secure fine-grained access control, Hu
et al. [50] propose a system based on File Hierarchy Cipher
text-Policy Attribute Based Encryption (FH-CP-ABE).
Additionally, this approach incorporated a number of attri-
butes to construct an access configuration for a hierarchi-
cally encrypted file. According to authors, it performs
better than other cutting-edge approaches that have been
published in the literature. Additionally, it provided confi-
dentiality, authentication, and integrity as security attributes
but lacked nonrepudiation. The network performance has
drastically declined, which prevents the designed access pol-
icies in this system from being more flexible [51–53].

Möser et al. [54] propose a scheme which is discovered
on blockchain storage space in which authors used the con-
cept of digital signature for guarantee confidentiality and
security of data gathered in from biosensor nodes on
WBANs environment. Furthermore, at the end, data is
transfer toward the cloud for online accessing and to
improve the security of the sensitive medical information.

Pal et al. [55] propose a scheme to resolve the access con-
trol problem and policy management in IoT. The proposed
architecture highlighted the significance of access control
in the public network where adversaries attack on the server
to access personal and confidential information. In this
scheme authors design a novel and efficient privacy protec-
tion mechanism using secret key cryptosystem to achieve
fine grained access control along with protection of data
from unauthorized users. Moreover, decentralized authenti-
cation system for IoT allows healthcare system to deliver
reasonable replay in low time power-driven devices. Besides,
using innovative microcontroller used in this architecture
can overcome the computational burden on the client side
for improving the performance of the networks.

Ding et al. [56] design a trustable attribute-based access
control in IoT devices to enhance the reliability, accuracy,
and security of the transmitted data using open wireless chan-
nel. In this scheme, blockchain technology used to record
sharing of attributes, ignore collapse on a point, and protect
data tempering using encrypted hash. Other properties which
are fulfill by this scheme are high productivity and light com-
putation. This scheme helps to prevent multiple attacks on
cloud data and adequately appliance on IoT systems.

Gao et al. [57] propose a scheme which helps to enhance
the security of physical health information in WBANs and
fully controlled accessibility using Certificateless Signcryp-
tion (CLSC). Proposed scheme is an appropriate because it
is demonstrating by mathematical rules and equations. This
scheme also provides privacy and unforgeability for indis-
criminate model of Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
and Discrete Logarithms (DL) problems. This scheme also
provides better security in terms of less computational cost

and utilized less energy as compared with other access con-
trol schemes.

Gupta et al. [58] propose a scheme based on blockchain
technology to improve the data security and privacy on
server side and protect adversaries from illegal attacks. The
proposed algorithm ensured to protect DDoS attack and
arrangement for hash value. This additive factor implements
the algorithm to use physical healthcare related data for bet-
ter management on cloud. Moreover, the proposed scheme
ensured data privacy, access control, and secured search
function. Obtained results of the proposed scheme are also
providing low latency at 400 req/sec (less than750ms).

Gupta [19] suggests a new Attribute Based Keyword
Search (ABKS) technique with consistent-size secret keys
and cypher texts, to improve the security of m-Health sys-
tem. Moreover, it is built a cipher text-policy design frame-
work to stored data on cloud using secure access structure.
In addition, the suggested CP-ABKS system can be shown
to be secure in the selected security model using augmented
multisequence of exponents decisional logic. Additionally, it
does fulfill the security properties of mutual authentication
and forward and backward secrecy. Besides, adversaries
can easily perform square root attack to expose the confiden-
tial information.

For blockchain-enabled, WBANs in fog computing, Guo
et al. [20] introduce a lightweight verifiability cypher text-
policy attribute-based encryption protocol with outsourced
decryption. However, this scheme is still suffered due to
forgery and chosen ciphertext attacks.

Using 0-1 coding technology, Li et al. [21] offer a novel
access policy expression approach for IoHT. The scheme
accepts not only weighted attributes but also any type of
weighted attribute comparison. The authors employ off-
line/online encryption and outsourced decryption technolo-
gies. Therefore, it consumed high resources in terms of
communication cost and energy consumption due to over-
hearing and does not suitable for resource constrained envi-
ronment. Furthermore, this study is insecure against replay,
square root, along with chosen ciphertext attacks.

For secure data access in the cloud, Sivasangari et al. [22]
develop attribute-based encryption for accessing medical
data. The propose method is assessed based on its false
acceptance rate (FAR), false rejection rate (FRR), and half
total error rate (HTER). The system is tested at different
levels of tolerance. Moreover, the results of the simulation
suggest that the propose work is efficient in term of perfor-
mance than the other previous methods but consume more
energy during key exchange process. Besides, this study is
insecure in their define security model and does not provide
protection against forgery attack, and still needs improve-
ment in terms of data security and privacy.

Wang et al. [23] present a unique multiserver edge com-
puting architecture and handover authentication mecha-
nism for ITS that allows the authenticated server to help
users in afterwards authenticating with another server.
Finally, blockchain technology and a robust anonymity
mechanism are incorporated to ensure that users’ privacy
is protected to the fullest extent possible. The suggested
approach, according to the authors, is the first in the
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literature to provide efficient authentication, stringent ano-
nymity, and computational load transfer all at the same
time. According to the authors the scheme improves the cost
complexities but still needs improvements in terms of
performance.

Jiang et al. [59] propose a scheme for health data trans-
mission using blockchain. Furthermore, in this scheme,
authors have proposed two loosely coupled methods based
on blockchain to control and manage various types of
healthcare data. Later, combined the off-chain storage and
on chain verification to fulfill the security properties of
authentication and privacy.

FAIR-PACK, the first fairness-based transaction packing
technique for permissioned blockchain-enabled IIoT sys-
tems, is proposed by Jiang et al. [60]. First, we observe from
theoretical studies that fairness is strongly correlated with
the total waiting times for the chosen transactions. Based
on this concept, we transform the fairness problem into
the subset sum problem, which asks us to choose a valid sub-
set from a given set with the highest subset sum possible. An
exponentially large number of subsets exist for each set,
making it difficult to solve the issue using a brute-force strat-
egy. We provide a heuristic and a min-heap-based optimum
technique for different parameter selections to improve
performance.

Jiang et al. [61] propose a bloom filter-enabled multikey-
word search protocol with improved efficiency and privacy
preservation. When executing a multikeyword search, the
protocol will employ a low frequency term selected by a
bloom filter to filter the database.

Fine-grained access control is a technique where actual
users can authenticate the data, except malicious users. In
a dynamic environment, traditional schemes are used, which
are not suitable due to fixed access policies. On the other
hand, some ABE schemes have been introduced, but they
have not addressed the forward secrecy, backward secrecy,
and integrity achieved with policy updating. Therefore, an
efficient and secure key management and authentication
scheme are needed to enhance data security and privacy
using CP-ABE and consortium blockchain. A CP-ABE is a
type of policy in which the system administrator assigns dif-
ferent access policies to different users for data encryption
and decryption. Moreover, consortium blockchain provides
decentralization and a public ledger to improve the privacy
of the networks.

3. Proposed Scheme

In our propose CP-ABE we have assume a set of attributes
ðAÞ, session key ðSKÞ, and cipher text ðC iÞ and access
structure ðAÞ. The relationship of ðAÞ is depend on ðSKÞ
and ðC iÞ. Moreover, ðAÞ is derived from set of attributes
using AND/OR logic gates. Data consumers only access
the ðC iÞ, if it has attributes matched with predefined access
tree. Our designed CP-ABE scheme comprises of four
phases, which are the setup phase, key agreement and
authentication phase, the encoding phase, and the last one
is the decoding phase:

Setup phase: in this phase, the system administrator
takes initial security parameters and a description of valid
attributes, public key, and master secret key. Moreover, the
system administrator is responsible for protecting all these
initial security parameters from adversaries’ attacks

Key agreement and authentication phase: in this phase,
mutual authentication and key agreement are performed to
securely generate and distribute secret session keys for
onward secure communication among biosensor nodes, BS,
and MS. However, secret key updates are also performed
on each session to maintain the key exposer problem by
using forward and backward secrecy. Moreover, we use algo-
rithms 1 and 2 for key agreement and authentication among
biosensor nodes, MS, and stakeholders

Encoding phase: patient vital signs were encoded using
the public key of the concerned data consumer and a set of
attributes, policies, and generated cipher text. Furthermore,
the access structure (A) of the MS is used to store the patient
data in a secure and efficient manner. Besides, we use algo-
rithm 3 for patient data encoding

Decoding phase: in this phase, data consumers such as
nurses, doctors, family members, researchers, and security
agencies take cipher text and some other system parameters
as an encrypted input. Furthermore, only these users can
decode the patient’s sensitive data, which attribute matched
with the assigned attribute’s structure. Additionally, we
applied algorithm (4) for the decoding process to obtain
the patient’s information for decision making

3.1. Proposed Network Architecture. In this section, we
design efficient network architecture for WBSNs communi-
cation using CP-ABE with consortium blockchain to
improve patient data security and privacy and protect
patient data from adversaries’ attacks. The following
Figure 1 shows the network model for data communication
in the resource constrained environment of WBSNs.

In our proposed scheme, only authorized users can
access the patient’s secure information stored on MS after
verification of attributes-based access policies which are
defined by the system administrator at the deployment time
of the biosensor nodes on a patient’s body. As shown in
Figure 1, there are multiple numbers of entities involved in
the communication architecture, which are as follows:

(1) System administrator

(2) Medical service provider

(3) Data owner

(4) Consortium blockchain

(5) Medical data server

(6) Validation server

(7) Data consumers

3.1.1. System Administrator. The system administrator is
working as a manager of the WBSNs and handles all the
attribute-based policies that are designed to enhance patient
data privacy in an efficient and desirable way. Besides, all the
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data owners and external users are registered by the system
administration upon joining the networks. It manages and
distributes all the designed CP-ABE policies among different

users to protect the adversary’s attacks and access data
according to their needs. Thus, mutual authentication and
key agreement between data producers (patients) and data

1. Computes ðSP kGkT SÞ =DSK
ðC iÞ

2. Only legitimate users can access data from server using access structure
3. Computes G ′= (SP ||T S )
4. Compared if ðG ′ = GÞ
5. Satisfied data accuracy
6. Else
7. Data modified
8. Decision = reject
9. Bs computes Z= ESK

(NY+1)
10. Send (NY+1) to bio sensor nodes
11. Biosensor computes DSK

(Z) = (NY+1)
12. Now using (SK ) communication will be started

Algorithm 2: Input → Stakeholders ðDSK
,C i,T S , SP , G IDSiÞ.

Input → Encoding ðEKr1, Si,P i, Mi, TH,T S ,NY ,IDSiÞ
1. Sensor node (Si) ∈ P i continuously sense physiological signal (Mi)
2. If (Mi < predefined threshold value (TH))
3. Then discard (Mi)
4. Else
5. Encrypt data ðMiÞ using predefine access structure
6. Transmitted (Mi) toward the BS

7. Computes Q =KHK1ðMikT SÞ
8. Computes C i =EKr1ðMikQkNYkIDSiÞ
9. Transmitted C i toward the MS via sink node

Algorithm 3: Encoding Phase.

Input→data get ðMSK ,IDSi, Si,Mi,EKr1,T S ,NY ,ESK
Þ

1. System administration deployed MSK on Sink nodes/BS, along with Medical Server (MS)
2. Preloaded IDSi of all deployed registered sensor nodes on to the sink node
3. Biosensor node (Si) continuously sense real time vital signs (Mi)
4. If vital sign (Mi) value < predefined threshold value
5. Then Discard (Mi)
6. Else
7. Transmitted (Mi) toward the BS

8. Computes Q =KHK1ðMikT SÞ
9. Computes C i =EKr1ðMikQkNYkIDSiÞ
10. Transmitted C i toward the sink nodes/BS
11. BS computes ðMikQkNYkIDSiÞ =DPrðC iÞ
12. Compared IDSi= pre-stored IDSi

13. If IDSi= IDSi ′ then authentication granted
14. Else
15. Request disallowed and blacklisted from network
16. Computes SK = X/r +XamOdq

17. Computes T = EMSK
(SK )

18. Transmitted (T ) towords the MS
19. MS computes SK= DMSK

(T )
20. G =KHK2ðSP kT SÞ
21. C i=ESK

(SP kGkT S )

Algorithm 1: Mutual authentication and key agreement.
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consumers (doctors) are performed to avoid unauthorized
users from accessing the networks and to securely manage
the session key for further patient data transmission. Ini-
tially, all deployed sensors/nodes on a patient’s body contin-
uously monitor vital signs such as pulse rate, ECG, EEG, BP,
SPO2, and temperature and then, further communicate
these vital signs to BS in a secure manner by using different
standard protocols like IEEE 802.15.6 or Zigbee etc.

3.1.2. Medical Service Provider. Medical service provider
(MSP) delivers medical services to the patients when any
emergency happened. In our scheme, doctors and nurses
are the medical service providers, but pharmacies, hospitals,
labs, clinics, and a variety of other institutions are also
included. A healthcare provider is a company or individual
which provides medical care in efficient way. Each client is
operated by a specific doctor for diagnosis and gives
response to their patient according to their medical history.
The server is responsible for the registration of the user’s/
patient and secures record keeping in a table for future refer-
ences. Server should verify the new blocks of consortium
blockchain and also authenticate the doctor before accessing
the patient private data stored on a chain of blocks in the
consortium blockchain. Moreover, consensus mechanisms
are applied on the data stored on a block and then, transmit
patient data from consensus layer to network layer. Besides,
network layer used the transmission and verification mecha-
nisms to communicate the patient sensitive information in a
secure and authentic way towards the MS. Therefore, data
layer of the consortium blockchain uses the concept of hash
function, digital signature, and Merkle tree to ensure the
authenticity and integrity, transparency, and privacy of the
patient information an efficient way. The following
Figure 2 shows the blockchain architecture in WBSNs
environment.

3.1.3. Data Owner. In our case data owner is a registered
patient who designs the attribute base policies according to
their desire and privacy. Moreover, different logic gates such
as (AND/OR) is used to design access structure policies for
fine-grained access control to protect adversaries’ attacks
form illegal accessing of patient information from MS. Fur-
thermore, data owner sends their authorized letter to access
the dataset of the consortium blockchain for access the data
sharing policies.

3.1.4. Consortium Blockchain. In consortium blockchain, we
have offered decentralization using multiple authorities on
networks for decision making of patient attributes to
improve the transaction speed with lower cost, scalability,
low energy, along with minimizing criminal activities to pro-
tect WBSN from adversaries’ attacks. We have applied one-
way hash function such as Hash-512 to computes the hash
value of data and store into the block of the blockchain in
decentralized manner for integrity purposes. Furthermore,
no risk of 51% attack and improve the regulation of transac-
tions with cheaper cost. Thus, using multiparty consensus, it
consumes low energy for dissemination of patient informa-
tion inside the blockchain. While multiple authority of the
concerned hospital ward can read/write the patient data
store in the server using their predefine attributes. The fol-
lowing Figure 2 shows the structure of blockchain.

3.1.5. Medical Data Server. In medical data server (MDS), we
used the predesigned access structure of CP-ABE to store
medical information of the registered patients of a hospital
ward along with authorized access letter in to the consensus
nodes of the blockchain in efficient and secure way. Besides,
data consumers access the data pool of the blockchain for
any decision making on patient information using their
authorized attributes.

Data sending

Sensors sending data to base station

ECG sensor

Base station
CP-ABE

Consortium blockchain

Body temperature
sensor

Blood pressure
sensor

Data sending
CB-ABE

Server

Token assigning
Registrations

Validation server

Signing for data

Medical data server

CP+ABE+CB

Nurse

Family

Patients’ server

Data consumers

Emergency

Researchers

Security agencies

Hospitals

Token sending for confirmation

Confirmation
through token

System
admin

CP-ABE

Figure 1: Proposed network architecture for communication in WBSNs.
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3.1.6. Validation Server. A data consumer uses their valid
credentials such as ID, email address, location, and time-
stamp for registration with validation server (VS). Besides,
after authentication process, the VS assign a unique token
to each registered participant for further communication
with MDS. Moreover, the generated token is also transferred
in a secure way towards the MDS for onward verifications of
data consumers when he/she put request for data accessing.
Furthermore, after confirmation of token at MDS, data con-
sumers can permit to access the patient data stored in a MDS
according to access policies and their assign attributes.

3.1.7. Data Consumers. Data consumers such as nurse, doc-
tor, family member, researchers, and security agencies first
login in to MDS to access patient information. Using login
phase, MDS verified the identity of data consumers by using
predefines stored token in his database. In case, token
matched with predefine stored token so permission is
granted otherwise the request is rejected and blocked for
onward communication.

3.2. Proposed CP-ABE Based Storage Architecture. In our
proposed scheme using this architecture, we have securely
shared the patient information among data owner, storage
server, and doctor. Furthermore, in this data sharing system,
we have design an efficient architecture which based on CP-
ABE. Entities which are involved are as follows:

(1) Key generation center

(2) Data storage server

(3) Data owner

(4) Merkle Hash Tree

(5) Access structure

3.2.1. Key Generation Center. Key generation center pro-
duces two parameters i.e., private and public parameters
for CP-ABE. It is responsible for generating, removing, and
modifying attribute-based access keys for the users. How-
ever, using attribute tree sets every user authenticate by their
own different access right based on their assigned attributes.

The public attributes are known to all users in the networks
while the private attribute is only access by the authorized
users according to the access tree structure. In this phase,
efficient session key is computed for secure transmission of
patient medical vital sign towards the MS.

3.2.2. Data Storage Server. In data storage server, we have
securely stored the patient medical sensitive information.
However, in the time of data storage, server is responsible
to authenticate the origin of the data and the information
itself to avoid malicious activities of the attackers. Data stor-
age server also computes private key by using KGC and
some other system parameters such as partial master secret
key and set of attributes tree. Moreover, if the key matched
with access structure, so only those authentic users can join
the networks and access the sensitive data from data storage
server. The pervious history of the registered patients is also
stored in the server for future reference and efficient feed-
back from the concerned doctor.

3.2.3. Data Owner. Data owner is an individual who preserves
patient data andmove the encrypted data toward the data stor-
age server for efficient data security and privacy. Besides, data
owner describes attribute-based access policy and accomplish
it on its own data by encrypting data under the policy before
assigning it to thedata storage server.Only the authorizedusers
can access the data of the patient stored in the server using CP-
ABE policies. Using these policies, we have achieved fine-grain
access control over the patient sensitive medical records stored
in secure and efficient fashion inside the server.

3.2.4. Merkle Hash Tree. In our proposed scheme, we have
applied the concept of Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) that can
authenticate the accuracy of the data that are stored in the
MS. Moreover, it is full binary tree that verify the data struc-
ture by using hash function. InMHT, we have added the hash
value of each individual data in the particular node of the tree.
However, the root node value is computed byperforming hash
function on all the child nodes and the obtained hash values of
all child nodes are combined to calculate the value of root
node. Let assume there is a set of data {d1, d2,d3, d4 ⋯ ::dn};
fh1, h2, h3, h4 ⋯⋯:hng are the computed hash values of the
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Layer
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Transmission Mechanism Verification Mechanism

Merkle TreeDigital Signature

P2P
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Figure 2: Blockchain architecture in WBSNs.
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data set {d1, d2,d3, d4 ⋯ ::dn}, correspondingly. The value of
the root node is computed from the child nodes until the final
value of root node is obtained: Rooth1 = Hashðh1kh2Þ, Rooth2
= Hashðh3kh4Þ, Root f inal = HashðRooth1kRooth2Þ. Thus, to
check the correctness of data such as {d1, d2,d3, d4 ⋯ ::dn}
,the identifier can apply the rules of MHT and computes the
value of parent/root node in efficient way.

3.2.5. Access Structure. It is an attributes base access struc-
ture which authorize patient data by using set of attributes.
If a particular user acquires a set of attributes who satisfying
the policy of encrypted data, so it is permitted to join the
storage server and access the required encrypted patient
information. Otherwise, the request is denied and the data
packet is discarded. The following Figure 3 shows the pro-
posed storage architecture using CP-ABE.

The following table 1 shows the notation guide used in
the proposed scheme.

3.3. Radio Model.Here, we used a radio model for the assess-
ment of the energy consumption by communicating patient
data in WBSNs. The basic constraints of the model are Gt
for energy communication, r packet measurement and s
transmission distance. Equation (1) for data communication

Gt r, sð Þ =
rEelec + r eij f 2, f < f0,

rEelec + r est f 4, f ≥ f0,

(
ð1Þ

where Gtðr, sÞ is the percentage of expended by a sensor in
communication, energy consumption is directly related to
the packet measurement r and s distance.

Energy consumption depends upon the transmission
distance, long distance more energy consumption, and short
distance less energy consumption.

Hr rð Þ = rEelec: ð2Þ

Equation (2) is used to measure the consumed energy on
patient data receiving where Hr(r). The energy required for

receiving data by a sensor node r is packet length and Eelec
Energy consumption per bit as:

Eelec=50mo
bit ,

f0 = One hundredmeter:
ð3Þ

In our projected scheme, we used the idea of the free space
model e = eij = 10 Lo/bit/m2 because the distance f < f0.
Moreover, eij is the power of the amplifier via in this model.

Figure 3: Proposed storage architecture of CP-ABE.

Table 1: Notation guide.

Notation Description

Si Sensor node

Mi Critical vital sign

KH Keyed hash function

C i Cipher text

NY Nonce

IDSi Identification number of sensor

EX /DX Encryption and decryption with key

SK Session key

NY+1 Acknowledgement

Kr Public key

P r Private key

S Secret credentials

T S Time stamp

MSK Master secret key

BS Base Station/sink node

MS Medical server

SP Structure policies

AND/OR Logic gates

VS Validation server

MDS Medical data server

MSP Medical service provider
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4. Security Analysis

The basic security properties of our proposed technique based
on CP-ABE and the Consortium Blockchain have been dem-
onstrated through security analysis. In addition, we have
enhanced the security of critical medical data when transmit-
ting it over public networks by employing minimal resources
to prevent unauthorized access and modification. We offer a
lightweight solution that reduces the deployed sensor node’s
energy consumption and so extends the lifespan of WBSNs
while also cutting costs. Only the registered user can access
the medical database in ti-er-4 and use their valid predefined
attributes for further decision making. The following Table 2
compares the proposed scheme’s security level to those of var-
ious current state-of-the-art techniques [19–23].

4.1. Mutual Authentication. WBSN authentication is a sig-
nificant area for the identification of participating nodes in
the resource constrained environment of WBSN for onward
data flow between illegal users. ABE and consortium block-

chain concepts have been used to verify nodes in the net-
works and to secure communication with the MS,
respectively. Only sensors that have been authenticated by
the medical server are allowed to store medical data in the
database for further data processing and decision making.
Only valid tier-4 users will be able to access the data with
their predefined qualities in our smart and secure cryptosys-
tem, which will block and isolate illegal users throughout the
authentication process if they are found.

DPr C ið Þ = Mi Qk NY

�� IDSik� �
,

IDSi =IDSi ′:
ð4Þ

If ðIDSi =IDSi ′Þ, then, mutual authentication
granted; otherwise, request disallowed and blacklisted from
network.

4.2. Resist Man in the Middle Attack. To protect the patient
medical information from adversaries’ attacks such as man
in the middle attack we have established a secure access
policies using logic gates such as OR/AND, other secret
parameters to avoid data modification during data com-
munication. Besides the hidden access structure allow only
legitimate users to access the prestored patient medical
records using authentic attributes assigned from system
administrator. Additionally, intruder is unable to decrypt
the patient sensitive information in the middle way during
transmission.

Q =KHK1 Mi T Skð Þ,
C i =EKr1 Mi Qk NY

�� IDSik� �
,

C i ′ =EKr2 C i PKk ,P ,Mð Þ:
ð5Þ

4.3. Protection of Replay Attack. In this study, we have used
the concept of nonce and timestamp to protect the replay
attack in the WBSNs in efficient and desirable way. Further-
more, the hidden access structure can improve the privacy of
the patient confidential information during communication
and storage on a particular server. Intruders are unable to
compute accurate timestamp and nonce for cryptanalytic
reply attack. Only legitimate users can able to access the sen-
sitive medical records of the particular patients if he/she attri-
bute are matched; otherwise, the request is discard and
isolated from the WBSNs. The secret session key is applied
for encryption when connection established among biosen-
sor nodes and MS.

T =ESK
Mi T Sk kNY

� �
,

SA = SatisfiesP ,
SB = does not SatisfiesP :

ð6Þ

4.4. Protected Square Root Attack. In this study, we have
applied efficient and complex hidden access policies along
with consortium blockchain to protect the WBSNs from
adversaries’ attack during transmission on public channel.
Moreover, Merkle Hash Tree can authenticate the accuracy

Input → DecodingðC i,T S ,X ,MSK , SP ,G ,NYÞ
1. Computes ðMikQkNYkIDSiÞ =DPrðC iÞ
2. Computes SK = ðX/r +XaÞmOdq

3. Computes T =EMSK
(SK )

4. Transmitted (T ) towards the MS via BS
5. If access structure match, then
6. Computes SK= DMSK

(T )
7. G =KHK2ðSP kT SÞ
8. C i =ESK

ðSP kGkT SÞ
9. Transmitted (C i) towards the stakeholders
10. Computes ðSP kGkT SÞ =DSK

ðC iÞ
11. Computes G ′ = ðSP kT SÞ
12. Compared if ðG ′ = GÞ
13. Accepted
14. Else
15. Rejected
16. Computes Z= ESK

(NY+1)
17. Send (NY+1) to bio sensor nodes
18. Biosensor computes DSK

(Z) = (NY+1)
19. Now using (SK ) communication will be started

Algorithm 4: Decoding Phase.

Table 2: Comparative analysis of security properties.

Schemes p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7
Gupta et al. [19] No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

Guo et al. [20] Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Li et al. [21] Yes Yes No No Yes No No

Sivasangari et al. [22] No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Wang et al. [23] Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

Proposed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

p1 : mutual authentication, p2 : Resist Man in the middle attack, p3 :
protection of replay attack, p4 : protected square-root attack, p5 :
protected forgery attack, p6 : protected chosen ciphertext attack, p7 :
forward and backward secrecy.
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of the data that are stored in the MS. Besides, it is full binary
tree that verify the data structure by using hash function. In
MHT, we have added the hash value of each individual data
in the particular node of the tree. However, the root node
value is computed by performing hash function on all the
child nodes and the obtained hash values of all child nodes
are combined to calculate the value of root node. Thus, we
have protected adversaries to performed square root attack
on the WBSNs.

MSK = SA Doctor,MWð Þ,
P = Doctor AND MW OR Islamabadð Þ:

ð7Þ

4.5. Protected Forgery Attack. In this study, the computed ses-
sion key is mutually authenticated among source and desti-
nation nodes to enhanced the privacy of the medical
records. Furthermore, the master secret key along with other
secret credentials are securely communicated among biosen-
sor nodes, BS, and MS to avoid the forgery attack. However,
the external users can only access the particular patient
records if their attributes matched with prestored attribute
of the concerned ward medical server. Additionally, we have
used CP-ABE along with consortium blockchain to improve
the scalability, privacy, and transaction speed in optimal way.

SK = X

r +Xa

mOdq,

T =EMSK
SKð Þ:

ð8Þ

4.6. Protected Chosen Ciphertext Attack. In our suggested
approach, the master secret key is used to generate the other
session keys for secure data transmissions. MS can verify the
identity of each external user by looking up the encrypted
attributes that have been prestored in the database. Addition-
ally, the nonce are generated and provided to third parties for
verification. The authorization permissions granted to each
and every registered network user in an efficient and secure
manner for further data access, and diagnostics are also suc-
cessful following the successful verification utilizing
attribute-based policies. Additionally, our proposed scheme
used the concept of distributed ledger and distributed con-
sensus of consortium blockchain to protect the chosen
ciphertext attack. Thus, intruder is unable to capture secret
information from cipher text.

T =EMSK
SKð Þ,

SK =DMSK
Tð Þ,

G =KHK2 SP T Skð Þ,
C i =ESK

SP Gk kT Sð Þ:

ð9Þ

4.7. Interoperability. In this study, we have achieved confi-
dentiality using CP-ABE. Later, we integrated the CP-ABE
with blockchain to enhance the security and privacy of the
whole medical system along with transparency to provide
user friendly platform to all registered participants. Now,
in blockchain services are called the transactions that

stored the sensitive medical history of the registered
patient in the form of connected blocks. We used the
Merkle tree to maintain the data security, the transaction
on the bottom (child nodes) are combined and make the
root hash that is included in the block. If we have the
odd number of transaction (patient records) than we have
applied Merkle tree which duplicates the last transactions
to maintain it as a binary tree. On every step, we compute
the hash. So, this way we can enhanced the data security.
While intruder cannot interpret it easily, as they need 51%
control along high computational power for patient data
modification stored in medical server. When any transac-
tion is performed, they go through this mechanism. Along
with this, we implemented consortium blockchain, so we
required the consensus of only the involved parties/organi-
zations. As we know, that public blockchain is immutable.
Here we required to update the data of the patients by the
mutual consensus of hospitals so we are using consortium
blockchain. Moreover, if we use private blockchain then,
single authority can update the records of patient that is
not sure as compared to the updating by mutual consen-
sus of involved parties. Using consensus mechanisms we
have control the trust problem of the collaboration among
multiple participants.

4.8. Scalability. In this study, scalability refers to a platform’s
ability to handle a rising volume of transactions while also
expanding the network’s nodes. Maximum assignment
throughput and latency may be achieved by integrating our
CP-ABE with consortium scheme.

4.9. Forward and Backward Secrecy. After termination of
existing session, the session keys in our proposed scheme
are updated. A secret session key has also been produced
for new sessions between biosensor nodes, BS, and MS.
The confidentiality of the entire session can be compromised
if we employ a single session key for long-distance connec-
tions. Furthermore, we have achieved data security and pri-
vacy aspects including forward and backward secrecy in our
suggested approach employing a key updating mechanism
after a specific time interval. The old session key can no lon-
ger be guessed by adversaries and used to access critical
patient data.

4.10. Ensuring Privacy. Blockchain are entirely open-source
software that means anybody can sight the code and also
gives inspects the aptitude to analyze the security. As a result,
there is no governing authority. Thus, the vast majority of
people on the network are in agreement that the new code
will affect existing code. As new blocks are confirmed and
added, each node has its own copy of the chain. Modification
of any block on the blockchain is nearly impossible. Medical
records for WBSN patients can be regulated on the block-
chain by the WBSN providers. As a result, only one or a
few people can access the user’s private record on the block-
chain ensuring privacy. Using a consortium blockchain, our
suggested solution provides a high level of security.
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5. Performance Analysis

In the following sections, we have analyzed the performance
comparison of our proposed scheme and other state of the
art schemes [19–23] in terms of transmission cost, process-
ing cost, storage cost, and energy consumption.

5.1. Transmission Cost. In this study, we have designed an
efficient and secure key management and authentication
scheme to resolve the key-exposer problem and protect
WBSNs from unauthorized patient data accessing and mod-
ification during communication on public networks. For this
purpose, we have applied the concept of CP-ABE along with
consortium blockchain to enhance the patient data security
and privacy in optimal way. In our proposed scheme, we
have deployed various biosensor nodes in the registered
patient body to continuously monitor the vital signs such
BP, EEG, and ECG. Furthermore, the deployed biosensor
nodes transmitted the sensed patient vital signs towards
the BS. Now, the collected patient data is aggregated on BS
level and only the encrypted critical information are further
communicated with the MS using internet technology for
diagnoses and treatment. We have applied free space model
for data transmission to reduce the energy consumption of
biosensor nodes in WBSNs. Additionally, in our proposed
scheme, we have analyzed and transmitted only the critical
information which enhanced the overall network life time
of WBSNs. We have compared the transmission cost of
our proposed scheme with other state of the arts schemes
[19–23] which are shows in the following Figure 4. The
result in Figure 4 shows that our proposed scheme in effi-
cient in term of transmission cost as compared to other state
of the art schemes [19–23].

5.2. Processing Cost. In our proposed scheme, we have
designed secure and efficient access control structure using
logical AND/OR gates along with other secret parameters
to maintain the tradeoff between processing cost and security
in the recourse constrained environment of WBSNs. In this
study, we have applied the concept of CP-ABE along with
consortium blockchain to improve the security level of

WBSNs with minimal resource utilization. As compared to
other state of the arts scheme, [19–23] our scheme reduces
the processing cost and provides sufficient security in all
the tiers of WBSNs. The following Figure 5 indicates that
our proposed scheme is efficient in term of processing cost.

5.3. Storage Cost. In this study, we have applied smart secu-
rity algorithms based on CP-ABE and consortium block-
chain to efficiently utilized the sensor memory and reduce
the storage cost in the resource constrained environment
of WBSNs. In our proposed scheme, we have applied the
hidden access structure and some other security parameters
such as session key and master secret key to improve the
data security and privacy by utilizing minimal system
resources. The following Figure 6 shows the storage cost
comparison of our proposed scheme and other state of the
art schemes [19–23]. Moreover, Figure 6 indicates that our
scheme consumes less memory and suitable for resource
constrained devices such as WBSNs, satellite communica-
tion, and IoT environments.

5.4. Energy Consumption. In our proposed scheme, we have
deployed tiny biosensor nodes in the patient body to
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continuously monitor physiological signals such as BP, ECG,
and EMG. Furthermore, BS collected sensed patient data
from deployed sensor nodes using IEEE 802.15.6 standard.
Now, BS transmitted only encrypted critical patient infor-
mation towards the MS using public networks for further
diagnoses and treatment and the normal patient data are
discard at tier -1 to preserve the energy of the sensor nodes
and enhanced the life time of the WBSNs. Furthermore, in
our proposed scheme, we have applied efficient and secure
algorithms for mutual authentication along with key agree-
ment, encoding, and decoding to protect the patient data
from adversaries’ attacks and avoid needless transmission
to enhance the performance of the networks by utilizing
minimum energy. The following Figure 7 shows that our
proposed scheme consumes less energy as compared to
other state of the art schemes [19–23].

5.5. Ranking Based on Performance Evaluation Using EDAS.
The EDAS is a method for evaluating alternatives that is
used as a middle-of-the-road solution. Ghorabaee et al.
[62] were the first to present the method. EDAS measures
two activities for evaluation purposes, which are defined as
positive distance from average solution and negative dis-
tance from average solution, respectively. The MCDM
method calculates the distance between each alternative
solution and the average solution, and then, uses that spe-
cific information to select the best alternative [63, 64].

Additionally, the existing schemes utilizing the MCDM
approach has been analyzed and compared by employing
the EDAS technique to a cryptographic scheme for the first
time, in order to evaluate the previously suggested schemes,
as well as the previously proposed solution proposed in the
domain. It is a useful method to compare the performance
of different schemes, as demonstrated by the excellent results
[65, 66]. Communication cost, processing cost, storage cost,
energy, consumption, and security are the performance met-
rics that have been selected, as shown in Table 3.

Fuzzy logic is used in this case. In this survey, the
method of evaluating performance based on EDAS is used
for the ranking-based performance evaluation [67–69]. The
performance matrices that have been identified in Table 3

are compared in this section. Additionally, the cross-EDAS
method is used in this appraisal to select the most effective
values of the six different approaches on the basis of the
parameters that have been chosen for evaluation. The assess-
ment scores, on the other hand, are used to calculate the
ranking of the various techniques that are currently avail-
able. Besides, the cross-efficient values and comparative
analysis results of the ðWSP d

Þ
a
are shows in Tables 4 and 5,

respectively.

Step 1. The solution of the average value (π) of the selected
matrices is calculated as

ϕð Þ = πb½ �1×β, ð10Þ

while = ∑y
i=1 Xab

y
: ð11Þ

In the aforementioned procedure, the effectiveness of the
chosen matrices is cited as the criteria for the suggested solu-
tions. It is also possible to obtain π for each computed value
on each chosen matrix by summing the results of Equations
(10) and (11), as shown in Table 5.

Step 2. In step two of the EDAS-based on PositiveDistance
fromAverage (Pdav), Equations (12)–(14) are as follows:

Pdav = Pdavð Þab
� �

β×β: ð12Þ

If the state bth is favorable, than

Pdavð Þab =
MAX 0, Aveb − Xabð Þð Þ

Aveb
ð13Þ

And for less favorable, it becomes

Pdavð Þab =
MAX 0, Xab − Avebð Þð Þ

Aveb
, ð14Þ

where Pdav represents the Negative Distance of bth rated
algorithm from the given average value on the ath rating per-
formance matrices.

Step 3. The Negative Distance from Average (Ndav) is calcu-
lated in this step using Equations (15)–(17).

Ndavð Þ = Ndavð Þab
� �

β×β: ð15Þ

If the bth criterion is more favorable than

Ndavð Þab =
MAX 0, Aveb − Xabð Þð Þ

Aveb
, ð16Þ

and less desirable, then, the given above equations become

Ndavð Þab =
MAX 0, Xab −Avebð Þð Þ

Aveb
, ð17Þ
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where ðNdavÞab represents the NegativeDistance of bth rated
algorithm from the given average value of the ath rating per-
formance matrices.

Step 4. The weighted sum of the Positive Distance (P d) for
the rated algorithm is calculated at this stage as

WSP d

� �
a
= 〠

y

b=1
λb P dð Þab: ð18Þ

Step 5. The weighted sum of the Negative Distance (N d) for
the rated algorithms is calculated in this stage.

WSN d

� �
a
= 〠

y

b=1
λb N dð Þab: ð19Þ

Step 6. The calculated scores based on the ðWSP d
Þ
a
&

ðWSN d
Þ
a
, which are based on the rated technique, are,

respectively, given in the subsequent Equations (20) and
(21).

N WSP d

� �
a
=

WSP d

� �
a

MAXa WSP d

� �
a

� � , ð20Þ

N WSN d

� �
a
= 1 −

WSN d

� �
a

MAXa WSN d

� �
a

� � : ð21Þ

Step 7. The score values based on ðWSP d
Þ
a
&N ðWSN d

Þ
a
,

which are based on the evaluation scores (ψ) for the rated

Table 3: Performance metrics of suggested schemes.

Criteria Nonbeneficial Beneficial
Probability 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Schemes | parameters Communication cost Processing cost Storage cost Energy consumption Security

Proposed scheme 864 45.29 964 70.56 1

Gupta et al. [19] 2056 105.2 2156 105.2 0.5

Guo et al. [20] 1152 134.44 1264 134.44 0.5

Li et al. [21] 1216 270.83 1316 174.33 0.5

Sivasangari et al. [22] 896 75.96 986 75.96 0.5

Wang et al. [23] 1234 410.3 14640 297.9 0

Table 4: Cross-Efficient Values.

Criteria Nonbeneficial Beneficial
Probability 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Schemes | parameters Communication cost Processing cost Storage cost Energy consumption Security

Proposed scheme 864 45.29 964 70.56 1

Gupta et al. [19] 2056 105.2 2156 105.2 0.5

Guo et al. [20] 1152 134.44 1264 134.44 0.5

Li et al. [21] 1216 270.83 1316 174.33 0.5

Sivasangari et al. [22] 896 75.96 986 75.96 0.5

Wang et al. [23] 1234 410.3 14640 297.9 0

Average 1236.333333 173.67 3554.333333 143.065 0.5

Table 5: Comparative analysis results of the ðWSP d
Þ
a
.

Criteria Nonbeneficial Beneficial
Probability 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Schemes | parameters Communication cost Processing cost Storage cost Energy consumption Security WSP d

� �
a

Proposed scheme 0.06023187 0.14784361 0.14575635 0.10135952 0.2 0.65519136

Gupta et al. [19] 0 0.07885069 0.0786833 0.05293398 0 0.21046797

Guo et al. [20] 0.01364249 0.04517764 0.12887555 0.01205746 0 0.19975313

Li et al. [21] 0.0032893 0 0.12594955 0 0 0.12923884

Sivasangari et al. [22] 0.05505527 0.11252375 0.14451843 0.09381051 0 0.40590796

Wang et al. [23] 0.00037746 0 0 0 0 0.00037746
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schemes mentioned in Equation (22), are evaluated as

Δ = 1
2 N WSP d

� �
a
−N WSN d

� �
a

� �
, where 0 ≤ Δ ≥ 1: ð22Þ

The final output of Δ is determined using the aggre-
gate values of both NWSP d

&NWSN d
. Besides In follow-

ing Table 6 shows analysis results of the aggregate
ðWSN d

Þ
a

Step 8. According to the preceding activities, the extent of a
given scheme is considered, and the ranking of different
schemes is generated. Results show that the best solution
has received higher evaluation scores than the other solu-
tions, which is confirmed by the obtained results. As a result,
the proposed scheme has received the highest evaluation
score, as shown in Table 7.

The final result of the EDAS ranking indicates that the
solution proposed scheme outperforms the remaining
schemes that have been proposed in the domain, according
to the final output. Furthermore, the output table contains
a list of schemes that have been suggested based on the
matrices that have been selected. The fuzzy logic-based com-
parative analysis revealed that the proposed scheme is the
most effective based on the selected matrices, with the
schemes developed by Sivasangari et al. [22], Guo et al.
[20] ranking second and third, respectively.

5.6. Simulation Using AVISPA Tool. Security protocols and
applications written in HLPSL are examined by AVISPA.
As a result of this, HLPSL is made up of generic roles and
character combinations that can be portrayed by many dif-
ferent individuals. The roles are not interdependent, col-
lecting preliminary data through parameters and others.

Communicating characteristic using [70] AVISPA back-
end parameters like CL-ATSE [71] have also been used to
verify the authenticity of the communication method.
Figure 8 depicts a flow diagram of AVISPA. For data dis-
semination through public networks, AVISPA is a one-
button solution that mutually authenticates communication
protocols. During transmission, it provides a role-oriented
and complete validation mechanism. In addition, each net-
work participant has a distinct role to play in verifying and
authenticating critical patient information during the proto-
col’s execution [71].

5.7. Proposed Scheme Validation Using AVISPA. In this sec-
tion, we have validated the security correctness of our pro-
posed authentication and key management scheme using
HLPSL codes along with AVISPA tool. Furthermore, our
scheme applied the concept of CP-ABE and consortium
blockchain to enhance the security and privacy of patient
information along with efficient resource utilization in the
resource constrained environment of WBSNs.

Table 6: Analysis results of the aggregate ðWSN d
Þ
a
.

Criteria Nonbeneficial Beneficial
Probability 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Schemes | parameters Communication cost Processing cost Storage cost Energy consumption Security WSN d

� �
a

Proposed scheme 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gupta et al. [19] 0.13259639 0 0 0 0 0.13259639

Rui Guo et al. [20] 0 0 0 0 0 0

Li et al. [21] 0 0.11189037 0 0.04370741 0 0.15559777

Sivasangari et al. [22] 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wang et al. [23] 0 0.27250533 0.62378318 0.21645406 0.2 1.31274256

Table 7: Performance analysis of the suggested schemes.

Schemes WSP d

� �
a

WSN d

� �
a

N WSP d

� �
a

N WSN d

� �
a

Δ RANK

Proposed scheme 0.655191355 0 1.000000001 1 1 1

Gupta et al. [19] 0.210467972 0.132596387 0.321231302 0.898992848 0.610112075 4

Guo et al. [20] 0.199753134 0 0.304877549 1 0.652438774 3

Li et al. [21] 0.129238841 0.155597773 0.197253582 0.881471221 0.539362401 5

Sivasangari et al. [22] 0.405907957 0 0.619525813 1 0.809762906 2

AVISPA

SPAN

HLPSL

HLPSL2IF

IF

OPMC ATSE SATMC TA4SP

Execute

Figure 8: General architecture of AVISPA [71].
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Additionally, in figure 9 we have shown the validation
process of secure communication among MS and biosensor
nodes. Each time, a biosensor node requests to communicate
with the BS, it transmits a cryptographic parameter such as
(Ny) along with the request. Moreover, BS’s session key
and the patient’s public key (Kr) are used to scramble the
parameter (Ny) before it is sent across the channel (R).
The channel’s status changes from 0 to 1 while it is in use.
An indication that it belongs to the “Dolev-Yao” threat
model may be seen by looking at the channel’s name (dy).
For the purpose of defining attributes, the variable “S” is
employed. It is hoped that the same nonce number and R’s
qualifications will be returned. Besides, the following
Figure 10 shows the result of OFMC in safe mode.

Figure 11 depicts the role of the data requester (R) or
stockholder in HLPSL. The patient’s information was ini-
tially decoded using secret key generated from attribute-

based access hidden policies. Thus, using hidden attribute-
based policies we have improved the patient data security
and privacy, and we have securely monitored and dissemi-
nate medical records among legitimate and registered users.
Moreover, we have also sent the patient’s credentials along
with medical history to the cloud for future references and
decision making in efficient and desirable way. The follow-
ing Figure 9 indicates that our scheme is safe and provides
protection against adversary’s attack.

Figure 11 depicts the importance of a secret session key
and an environment attribute in developing secret policies
for securely transmitting patient data to the cloud and to
the MS. Patients’ medical records can only be accessed by
registered doctors for a short period of time using their given
registration attributes. Furthermore, using CP-ABE along
with consortium blockchain we have encrypted the patient
information during a specific session to protect key exposer
problem. Furthermore, our proposed security procedures
satisfy the stated authentication and secrecy criteria. The
master secret key and session key are only known to the sink
node/BS and MS. When it comes to the biosensor nodes, BS
can validate their data using legitimate attributes and allo-
cate them utilizing policy constructs.

The integrity of the sensitive patient information is
authenticated using hash function of the consortium block-
chain. Furthermore, the correctness and accuracy of the
blockchain transactions is verified using TA4SP setup shows
in the following Figure 12. Besides, our proposed scheme can
also verify the legitimate and illegal users during joining the
WBSNs, and then, distribute the confidential privileges for a
particular session among each register nodes. Thus, when
session expires, the secret parameters and hidden access pol-
icies are rollback to satisfy the backward and forward secrecy
in efficient manner. System administrator set new policies
and parameters for new session when the request of the
stakeholder is verified.

We have applied AVISPA tool to validate the security
and privacy of our proposed scheme in efficient way. More-
over, the EDAS method is used to ranking the proposed
scheme as compared to other state of the arts schemes
[19–21]. The obtained results shows that our scheme
securely and efficiently distributed the session key along with
other system parameters among biosensor nodes, BS, and

Figure 9: Secure against adversaries’ attack (CL-ATSE).

Figure 10: Secure session key communication (OFMC)

Figure 11: Attribute’s role for encryption in session creation
(SATMC).

Figure 12: Accuracy of the blockchain transactions verified using
(TA4SP).
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MS for onward confidential patient data transmission to
protect the data during transmitting using public open chan-
nel from adversaries’ attacks. Moreover, in terms of cost
comparison, graphs shows that our scheme consumed less
processing, communication, storage, and energy as com-
pared to other schemes [19–23]. The final result of the EDAS
ranking indicates that our proposed scheme outperforms as
compared to remaining schemes [19–21].

We are using the consortium blockchain to store the
patient data as shown in our code. In order to make the data
secure, we integrated the CP-ABE cryptographic mechanism
to store the data, so an unauthorized user cannot read the
patient data. In this way, we maintain the secrecy of the data.
As shown in Figure 13, we are storing the patient records
such as the PatID, BP, and Temp attributes in our smart
contract for testing of our proposed approach. In
Figure 14, we placed the checks to ensure the data integrity
and data completeness. In the case of a wrong value error,
it will be shown to the patient, such as in the case where
an identification number is not assigned to the patient.

Our code shows the error, “The PatID field must be a non-
empty field.” We are using the consortium blockchain. In
the consortium blockchain, we give access to the authorized
organizations for this we write the “GetPrivateData” func-
tion and apply the conditions accordingly as shown in
Figure 15.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have designed an efficient and secure key
management and authentication technique for WBSNs with
minimal computational and communicational costs to over-
come the problems of data security and privacy in a desir-
able way. In this scheme, we have combined the ideas of
CP-ABE and consortium blockchain to improve security
and privacy by utilizing minimal system resources. Further-
more, we have used constant-size secret keys along with
complex access structures and other system parameters to
protect against adversaries’ attacks. Besides, the deployed
biosensor nodes transmitted encrypted patient information
using standard WBSNs protocols along with CP-ABE to
their nearby Base Station (BS). Now BS transmitted the par-
tial blocks of the patient data to the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) net-
work server to complete the full block for further secure
transactions using consensus algorithms. While using the
Merkle Hash Tree, the full blocks are verified and mined,
and then, added to the blockchain for further verification
using the hash function. Moreover, the integration of CP-
ABE and the consortium blockchain can encrypt the
patient’s critical attributes using complex access structures
and other secret parameters to enhance the system’s security,
privacy, transparency, and scalability. Furthermore, we have
used the AVISPA tool to verify the validity and correctness
of the proposed key management and authentication
approach. Additionally, the ranking criteria of the proposed
scheme along with other state of the arts schemes are dem-
onstrated using a well-known MCDM approach known as
EDAS. Furthermore, the obtained numerical results along
with security analysis demonstrate that our scheme is secure
and efficient in terms of processing cost, communication
overhead, storage cost, and energy consumption as com-
pared to other state-of-the-art schemes.
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